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The mechanism and energy characteristics for the interaction of linear

and graphene carbon nanoparticles with molecular oxygen are investig-

ated numerically using the semiempirical PM3 method and the density
functional theory. It has been shown that the cluster geometry influences

the mechanism and the activation energy of oxidation. Linear clusters are

oxidized mainly up to CO2; the oxidation product for graphene clusters

is CO. Comparison of activation energies for linear (0.3-1.0 eV) and

graphene (1.9 eV) clusters with the experimental data for soot (L5-2.6

eV) allows us to conclude that linear carbon chains can play an important

role a,t the first stage of the soot combustion while the temperature is not

high. However, the process of stable combustion is mainly limited by thc

oxidation of graphene particles.

L. Introduction

Carbon nanoparticles and nanosystems (fullerenes, nanotubes, nanograph-
ites, soots and so on) are objects of intensive theoretical aird experimental stud-
ies during the last years. Investigations of soot are of special interest. On the
one hand, soot is widely used as a good reducer for metal-oxides; on the other
hand, it is a product of incomplete combustion of organic substances (oil, gas,

coal, diesel fuel, etc.). In the first case, it is important to pick up the type of

soot whose particles would interact most actively with oxides of metals. In the

second case, the problem consists of selection of catalysts promoting the fast

combustion of soot.
There is a lot of works devoted to the study of the soot particles structure

(see Refs. [1-16]). Some authors suppose that soot particles are formed from
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graphite-like nanocrystallites bonded by tpt bonds [6]. other rusearches suggest

that the main complnents of soot are fullerenes and their aggregates [7, 15]' As

far as soot particle, c.n be of different origins, there cannot be the only model of

their structure here, and one needs to use different structure models to describe

different tYPes of soot.

A modern review of soot structure models is presented in Ref' [7]' The

following stages of soot formation are noted there:

1. formation of carbon linear chains;

2. formation of carbon hexagon-based (graphene) clusters;

3.coalescenceofgraphenesheetpart icles(sootprecursors);
4. growth of sooi precursors due to their reactions with carbon-containing

*oilit"""j;h 
the structure of soot particles depends on their origin, the usual

building elements are linear and graphene clusters, graphite-like nanocrystal-

lites, as well as perfect and defect fullerenes. A theoretical study (the PM3

semiempirical method) has shown [17] that linear carbon chains are stable up

lo 20-2b atomic sizes with the binding energy of about 4 eV per atom; then

the hexagon and pentagon contained clusters are formed with binding energies

of about? eV. The fina-i stage of the soot formation is the growth of fullerenes,

nanotubes,graphite-likenanocrystallitesandtheiraggregates.
Combustion of soot can be complete or incomplete. Complete combustion

produces coz, while the product of incomplete combustion is co' The co2lco

ratio depends on temperature and catalyst concentrations (if any are present)'

According to the literature data, the energy of soot oxidation varies from 1'5

to2.6ev [8, 15, 18, 19] depending on the soot type and combustion temperature'

However, when researches discuss types of soot they- usually write only about

its origin (typ" of fuel, method and temperature of combustion, and so on)'

However, it is known that a change in the structure leads to a change of activity'

i' pu*i*lar, it ft"r-U""" shown lZOl tt ut the activation energy for oxidation of

t 
"*ugor, 

sheets depends on the position of a reactive atom and on the curvature

of ttt" sheet' The most active are the edge atoms'

The present study is devoted to investigation of stability and activity of typ

ical carbon clusters (iirr"u, chains and plane graphene particles) in their reactions

with molecular oxYgen'

2. Details of simulation

To optimize atomic geometries and to calculate the total energies of clusters

we employed the quantum mechanical semiempirical PM3 method l2I' 221rhar

is wideiy used for .urbon and oxygen-containing systems lL2' 231'
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Studying the oxidation reaction, we placed an oxygen molecule near a reactive
atom of the carbon cluster and found the total energy of the system as a function
of the distance between this carbon atom and the center of the oxygen rnolecule.
The reaction enthalpy (AH) was calculated as the difference between the final
system energy, E"v"t"-(final), and the total energy of a non-interacted, isolated
oxygen molecule, E(Oz), and an /f-atomic carbon cluster, .E(cluster,.A/):

L,H : Ev"t"-(final) - E'(O2) - E(cluster,N),

The activation energy E, was calculated as the difference between the ini
tial state energy, E(Oz) * B(cluster), and the maximum value of the energy,
8""r"-(-u*), occurring when going from the initial system state to the final
one:

E^: E"y't"rn(max) - E(Oz) - ,E(cluster,I/), (2)

Besides, we calculated the mean binding energy per carbon atom in a cluster,
,85, and the energy of separation of one atom from a carbon cluster, E"n:

Ea:
NE(atom) - E(cluster, N)

E""p : E(cluster, N - 1) * E(atom) - E(cluster, N), (4)

where E(atom) is the energy of a free carbon atom, N is the number of atoms
in the cluster.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Li,near and graphene clusters wi,thout or4gen

Although stabilities of linear and graphene carbon clusters have already been
compared in Ref. [17], we have carried out a similar investigation in order to
verify the employed computer code [22] and to analyze the energetics of carbon
nanoclusters. Results of our calculations are plotted in Fig. 1.

Figure 1 demonstrates that graphene carbon clusters are more favorable en-
ergetically than linear clusters when the number of atoms is larger than 20 (in
good agreement with the results of Ref. [17]). However, if we study oxidation
reactions with formation of CO or CO2 molecules, we must be sure that our
approach is able to give us the correct value for the energy of separation (E"p)
of one atom from a carbon nanocluster. Therefore, we have additionally checked
the PM3 method using the data of Ref. [8] where dissociation of carbon nano-
chains was studied experimentally and the energy of separation of one carbon
atom from the four-atomic chain has been found to be 4.71eV. Our calculation
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Figure 1. Binding energy for carbon: 1 - linear clusters, 2 - graphene

clusters.

gives 5.04 ev, very close to the value of 5.08 ev calculated in Ref' [25]' com-

iarirrg these values, we can conclude that the PM3 method describes the energy

tf sep"arution of one atom from carbon nanoclusters rather satisfactorily'

We have calculated the separation energies of one carbon atom for linear

clusters of different sizes and plotted them in Fig.2 versus the number of atoms'

The dependence of E.o o' ih. number of atoms is not monotonous. It has'

minimums and maximums at even and odd numbers' respectively' To be sure

that this non-monotonous dependence is not an artifact of the semiempirical

pM3 method but demonstraies the real nature of studied systems, we have

carried out the same calculations using a non-empirical (ob initi'o) method based

on the density functional theory (DFT] 126-28lin the framework of the FHI96md

""a" 1201. The DFT and PM3 results are compared in Fig' 2' As one can see'

the DFT and PM3 plots look very similar' The main difference between them

is that the DFT values overestimate the PM3 ones systematically by the value

of about L.5-2.0 eV. This is the usual DFT overestimation for carbon systems

[30].
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The number of carbon atoms

Figure 2. Energy of separation of one atom from linear carbon clusters
(8""o).

3.2. Ori,dati,on of linear clusters (chai'ns)

A usual tactics for the theoretical simulation of cornbustion is to find the
minimal activation energies for the oxidation reactions. By studying the inter-
action of linear carbon chains with an oxygen molecule we have found that the
minimal activation energies correspond to the case where the Oz molecule ap
proaches the edge atom of the chain and is oriented normally to it. Therefore,
the main part of our investigations was fulfilled for this case. Atomic schemes
of the oxidation for the n-atomic linear carbon clusters (Cn, n - 2 - 6) are
presented in Fig.3. The case of. C22 is shown in Fig.4.

The oxidation process can be divided to two stages (Fig. 5), adsorption
and reaction ones. The adsorption stage is characterized by overcoming the

adsorption barrier Br with the height of E6u. and by reaching the metastable
adsorption state (A) with the binding energy Eurna. From the geometry point of

view the adsorption state is a state where the oxygen and carbon atoms present

a united, bonded system. This state is separated from the reaction state (R)

by a barrier Bz whose height Er"u, is very small (less than 0.1 eV) for the Cz-

C6 clusters and is equal to 0.3 eV for lhe Czz linear chain. The reaction state

consists of reaction products (free CO2 or CO molecule) and the rest of the
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Figure 5. Energy scheme for the oxidation of linear carbon clusters'

4 o 6 22
n 2

1.0 0.5 0.3 0.4
Eo.t : E'u"rr 0.2 0.9

-2.9 -3.2 -3.0 -2.7
Eui.a
Er.*,

-3.tt

0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3
-5.3 -4.3 -5.2 -4 .5

AH -  11 .5
Cs*COz Cnl-UU2 Cs*COz Czt*COz

F6e6ction products (i0+uu U2UtU\-l

Table 1. Energy parameters for the oxidation of' Cn (n : 24, 22) |ilear

carbon clusters with an oxygen molecule'

carbon chain. The energy difference between the reaction and initial states (S)

is the reaction enthalpylIl. Therefore' in reality' the activation energy for this

oxidation reaction ir lqual to the adsorption barrier: Er*: Eb^r'

Energy parameters for the oxidation of Cn (n : 2-6' 22) linear carbon

clusters are listed in the Table 1. As it follows from these data' the oxidation

mechanism is the same for the Ca-Cz2 chains. The limit stage is the adsorption

of the molecuiar oxygen at the edge of the carbon chain' The oxidation activa-

tion energy varies u.t*u"n 0.3 and 1.0 eV. Separation of the coz molecule occurs

with the energy barrier whose height for the small carbon chains is less than the

actual accuracy of-oru numericallimulation technique (less than 0'1 eV)' The

absolute value of the reaction enthalpy (a-5 eV) i: -".e larger than the reaction

activation energy lO.g-f O eV), so tttut'tt" reaction is a self-supported process

dililililt

1 ,0  1 ,5  2 ,0  2 ,5

Distance between reagents' angstrom
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Figure 6. The schemes of studied cases for the oxidation of the C22
graphene nanocluster: A) oxygen reacts with an edge atom; B) oxygen
reacts with a basal atom. White circles are carbon atoms, gray circles are
oxygen atoms.

Structure Graphene, C22
Reactive C atom internal edge

Product of reaction CO CO COz
Activation energy 5.0 1 .9 2.7

Enthalpy +3.2 -3.4 -0.9

Table 2. Results of oxidation for graphene carbon clusters.

or combustion.
Some special cases are the oxidation of the Cz and C3 chains. The products

of the C2 chain oxidation are two CO separated molecules because the formation
of the CO2 molecule needs to make one of the C atoms to be free, without any
bonding, but this state it is very unfavorable. In the Cs case only one CO
molecule separates because the separation of the second CO molecule also needs
to make one of the C atoms to be free which is again unfavorable.

Before interaction with carbon, the 02 molecule has the O-O distaTce equal
to 1.09 A, and all initial C-C distances in the linear chains are 1.3 A. In the
adsorption state, the oxygen molecule keeps its molecular nature, but the O*O
distance increases up to L6*L.7 A, and a typical C-O distance for this case is
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2'o 
pi"untJietween t'u!lnt'' engstrom

FigureT.EnergyschemefortheoxidationoftheC22hexagoncluster
(an edge atom is"iaken as reactive). This reaction.produces a co mo'

lecule. Another oxygen atom is bound to the rest of the graphene particle'

1 ' 35A .Thed is tancebe tween theedgereac t i veca rbona tomand theneares t
atom of the chain increases slightly, tut the internal C-C distances for small

chains decrease more appreciably (for the Ca-Co chains). In the case of lhe czz

chain, the change, of i-C distances have a more complicated character' As it

i s seen f romF ig .4 , t heC-Cbondnea res t t o the02mo lecu le i nc reases to l ' 4
A, whereas the inter-chain distances ur. p"rioaically tu'gt' or less than 1'3 A'

3.3. Ori'd,ati,on of graphene nanoclusters

Accordingtoourcalculations,graphene(hexagonscontained)clustersare
more stable than tirr"u, chains for the number of atoms equal to 22 0r iarger'

We have used this minimal 22-alomicgraphene cluster as a model to study the

oxidation of graphene carbon ,rurropurti"1"i' A scheme of this study is iilustrated

in Fig. 6 where two cases are shown: A) molecular oxygen interacts with an

edge carbon atom h;-rrg two neighbor"; 
'g) 

molecular oxygen interacts with a

U"tA (internal) carbon atom having three neighbors'

In the case of graphene systems, itr" a.p"iaence of .the 
total energy on the

distance between ihe reagents (an 
"*vs." 

molecuie.and a reactive atom of the

graphene cluster) iook, ,ilil* io thai Jt tn" [near cluster case described above'
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Figure 8. The energy scheme for oxidation of the C22 hexagon cluster.
The Oz molecule approaches the internal C atom.

The energy scheme of this reaction (with an edge reactive atom) is showtt in Fig.
7), where the adsorption stage is characterized by overcoming the adsorption

barrier 81 and by reaching the adsorption state (A). However, the adsorption

state is separated from the reaction state by a rather high-energy barrier 82.
(Eau,z is larger than 81r,.1); thus, the reaction is limited by the second barrier.

The reaction energy E eact may be calculated as a difference between E6ur2 and

the energy of the initial state. In our case E uu"1 : 1.9 eV. The reaction products

consist of a CO molecule and the carbon cluster that has lost one carbon atorn

but has trapped one oxygen atom (Fig. 64). The formation (and separation) of

the second CO molecule is unfavorable energeticaily. The activation e;nergy of

this process is equal to 3.9 eV. The detailed analysis shows that fortnation of a

COz molecule is also possible. However, the activation energy of this reaction is

2.8 eV which is much larger than the value of 1.9 eV obtained for the reaction

with the CO formation. As for the reaction enthalpy, it exceeds the activation

energy only for the reaction followed by creation of a single CO rnolecule (see

Table 2). This means that other reactions (with formation of two CO molecules

or one CO2 molecule) are not self-supported and cannot proceed 
"vithout 

an

external source of energy.
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.L'ituay of the 02 interaction with the internal atoms of the C22 graphene

cluster has shown ttrat ttre internal atoms are much less active than the edge

ones (Fig. 8). In this case, the formation of a Co molecule needs the activation

energy of 5.02 ev. Enthalpy of this reaction is positive (AI/ : +3'2 ev)' In

other words, this reaction cannot proceed without an external source of energy'

Therefore, the internal atoms do not participate in the combustion reaction until

the combustion front comes close to them and they become the edge atoms' The

same conclusion t u, u""n made in Ref. [31] where the oxidation of graphenes

with atomic oxygen was studied using the Hartree-Fo1\. method'

Comparing activation energies foriirruu, (0'3-1'0 eV) and graphene (1'9 eV)

clusters with the experimental data for soot (1.5-2'6 eV [15,18-22])' one can

conclude that linear carbon chains can piay an important tole at the first stage

of the soot combusting while the tempeiature is not high' However' the process

of stable combusti'on il mainly limitei by the oxidation of graphene particles'

4. SummarY

ourPM3calcu lat ionsconf i rmthat l inearcarbonclustersaremorestabie
than graph"n" (hffion, 

"orrtuin"d) 
clusters when the number of atoms is less

lhan 22. T'n. m".t #ism of oxidation of carbon clusters by molecular oxygen

depends on the structure of the ciuster' Linear clusters produce co2 molecules

while graphene 
"tori"r, 

give mainlr co molecules. Activation energy for the

oxidation of linear clusters shows u,,o'--o,'otonous dependence on the number

ofatomsfeaturingmaximumsut.u., 'numbersandminimumsatoddnumbers.
Activation energy for the oxidatiorr of the C22 hexagon cluster depends on the

posi t ionofr .act ive"a,uo, ,a tom.I t ismaximal for theedgeatomsandminimal
for the internaluto* , .L inear"u,b*chainscanplayanimportant ro leat the
f i rs ts tageof thesootcombust ionwhi le thetemperature isnoth igh.However '
the process of statle combustion is mainly limited by the oxidation of graphene

particles.
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